
 
 

The Greeks in their exquisite wisdom combined order and adornment in the same word, the 

art of adorning and that of ordering. ‘Cosmos’ designates arrangement, harmony and law, 

the rightness of things: here is the world, earth and sky, but also decoration, embellishment 

or ornamentation.  Nothing goes as deep as decoration, nothing goes further than the skin, 

ornamentation is as vast as the world.  Cosmos and cosmetics, appearance and essence have 

the same origin.  Adornment equals order, and embellishment is equivalent to law, the world 

appears ordered, at whatever level we consider phenomena. 

Michel Serres, The Five Senses 

 

 

PROJECT IV Brief: A Place for Work 14 Mar – 11 Apr 2014 

With Project IV, students will adapt and develop their Project III proposal for a specific site.  
According to the fiction of this assignment, a street artist (the architect) has accepted a 
commission to design and make a “place for work” at Carleton University for a super-
character (the client and inhabitant).  In the spirit of their assigned artist, students are 
challenged to look for different ways of understanding and interpreting the not always visible 
interconnections between the instincts, capabilities, actions and impulses of a multi-sensorial 
body, and its natural and manmade environment.   
 

COURSE OBJECTIVES: 
1. Develop architectural insight and imagination. 
2. Foster innovation and invention in solving technical problems. 
3. Develop craft in drawing, modeling and writing. 
4. Develop productive work habits and the ability to complete projects within an allotted 

time. 
 
Students will develop the language and expressive skills necessary to present and openly 
discuss creative interpretations, constructions, and ideas regarding the subtleties of 
architectural thought and imagination. 
 
STUDIO PROJECT ASSESSMENT CRITERIA: 

1. Strength of design concept/concepts (architectural idea/ideas), 
2. development and articulation of the ideas according to the project assignment 

objectives, 
3. clarity, craft and completeness of the work submitted at the hand-in deadline. 

 
Projects not meeting the minimum requirements for completion as stated in the project 
outline and within the allotted time will not be considered for review and will be given a grade 
of ABS.  
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